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Amid cries to defund the police, what are
the alternatives?
By  Hanna Krueger  Globe Staff, Updated June 11, 2020, 7:59 p.m.

Houston Police Chief Art Acevedo prayed with Charlene Davis as he visited with people standing in line to attend the public
viewing of George Floyd at the Fountain of Praise church on Monday in Houston. JOE RAEDLE/GETTY

It’s a message scrawled across homemade signs and reverberating through protests

across the country: Defund the police.

The idea — to cut or eliminate funding to police departments — strikes some observers as

extreme. But activists say the rallying cry is the only sensible course of action after

decades of piecemeal reform efforts that did little to change police culture.
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But those efforts fall short of what many protesters say is needed as they march through

American cities. Reforms that merely remold are not enough, activists say. The broken

system of law enforcement needs to be shattered entirely.

“There is finally a growing awareness that the problems that are caused by police in this

country are structural problems,” said Alec Karakatsanis, executive director of Civil

Rights Corps, a litigation nonprofit based in Washington, D.C. “You can’t reform the core

function of the police, you have to dramatically reduce the size of its oversight and

transfer their resources into Black communities.”

Camden, N.J., is the only American city in recent history that has purposefully

dismantled and rebuilt its police force. Now Minneapolis, reeling after the death of

George Floyd, has signaled it will try the same. More typical is the adoption of patchwork

reforms that leave departments mostly intact. New Orleans, once seen as impossibly

corrupt, has embraced a commitment to transparency in recent years. Houston tapped

the rhetorically progressive Art Acevedo as its first Latino police chief in 2016. And

Eugene, Ore., pioneered a program that diverts 20 percent of 911 calls to crisis workers

rather than police.
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Lt. Zack James of the Camden County Metro Police Department marched along with demonstrators to protest the death of
George Floyd. Camden, N.J., is the only American city in recent history that has purposefully dismantled and rebuilt its police
force. APRIL SAUL/ASSOCIATED PRESS

Five years before George Floyd died in police custody, a Black man named Jamar Clark

was killed by police while being restrained on Minneapolis’s North Side. After that

shooting, police officers received implicit bias training and body cameras. The

department appointed its first Black police chief. Policies were rewritten to include a

“duty to intervene” if an officer saw a colleague endangering a member of the public.

https://www.startribune.com/what-we-know-about-the-death-of-jamar-clark/353199331/
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None of that proved sufficient in Floyd’s case this May.

“For a number of people, the institution of police is simply not legitimate. We’ve been

talking about reform for all these years and nothing seems to happen,” said Alexander

Weiss, an expert on police staffing.

The New Orleans Police Department is often pointed to as a model for change by

criminologists. For decades, a culture of discrimination and abuse within the department

contributed to making Louisiana’s incarceration rate the highest in the country —

without decreasing crime rates. The department’s dysfunction was laid bare in 2005 after

Hurricane Katrina. The Justice Department issued a consent decree to reform the police

force, which remains in effect to this day.
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A New Orleans Police Department vehicle patrolled the French Quarter as Tropical Storm Cristobal nears the coast on June 7 in
New Orleans, Louisiana. SEAN GARDNER/GETTY

Despite the adoption of an ethical policing program and community policing efforts, the

department still fails to make arrests in major cases, such as in the July 2018 mass

shooting that left three dead and seven injured, and it continues to engage in

dangerous policing techniques that concern watchdogs. Earlier this week, the New

Orleans Police Department denied firing rubber bullets at largely peaceful protesters,

only to walk back that statement when footage of the incident emerged.

Meanwhile, perhaps the most outspokenly progressive police chief in America, Acevedo

of the Houston Police Department, oversees a department that activists claim is deeply

troubled. Acevedo marches with activists and demands accountability for police

departments. But protesters quickly point out that six Houstonians — five of whom were

people of color — have been killed by police in the past six weeks and Acevedo has

refused to release video of the shootings citing the possibility the videos could taint

https://www.wdsu.com/article/one-year-later-still-no-arrests-made-in-south-claiborne-mass-shooting/28541544
https://www.nola.com/news/crime_police/article_70b265b2-c54b-59ad-98bd-1c2dd0b14989.html
https://www.nola.com/news/crime_police/article_c73d0244-a9dd-11ea-b790-bf6d706f9ed4.html
https://www.texasmonthly.com/news/art-acevedo-houston-police-george-floyd/
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refused to release video of the shootings, citing the possibility the videos could taint

potential prosecution of the officers involved.

A bright spot exists in Eugene, Ore., which pioneered a program in 1989 called Crisis

Assistance Helping Out On The Streets program, or CAHOOTS, that dispatches crisis

workers rather than police officers to 911 calls with a strong behavioral health

component. The program tackles roughly 20 percent of calls in the small city. The crisis

workers don’t carry handcuffs or a weapon. Last year, out of a total of about 24,000 calls,

they called for police backup just 150 times, according to NPR.

Nurse Celene Eldrich (left) a volunteer nurse for CAHOOTS, waited to screen guests for health concerns at the Egan Warming
Center's Springfield, Ore., location. CHRIS PIETSCH/THE REGISTER-GUARD VIA AP

“The program has been successful because the CAHOOTS team gets to know people with

mental illness and can deescalate situations far better than cops because of their

training,” said Ibrahim Coulibaly, the Eugene-Springfield NAACP branch president

https://www.npr.org/2020/06/10/874339977/cahoots-how-social-workers-and-police-share-responsibilities-in-eugene-oregon
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CAHOOTS has been lauded as an example of a program that can alleviate the burden on

police officers asked to respond to mental health crises for which they are ill-equipped.

Currently, the Eugene Police Department boasts an annual budget of nearly $68 million,

while CAHOOTS receives just $2 million.

“We need to invest far more in these systems of support that can solve the problems that

happen in communities, like a mental health crisis. The vast majority of calls to police

have nothing to do with an emergency violent crime,” said Karakatsanis.

Nationwide, law enforcement made an estimated 10.6 million arrests in 2017. Of these

arrests, 500,000, or 5 percent, were for violent crime, according to FBI crime data.

Still, Coulibaly cautions that while CAHOOTS works alongside the police department, it

does nothing to reform it. He cites the death of Eliborio Rodrigues Jr., who was collecting

cans on a dead-end street in Eugene last November when an officer asked him to provide

identification. A scuffle ensued. The officer shot Rodrigues three times, according to

local reports.

For all the discussion of defunding police departments, there are no contemporary case

studies of how the process could work.

Of late, Camden, N.J., has emerged in the headlines as an example of how a toxic

department can be dismantled and rebuilt. In 2013, the city department was disbanded.

The county formed a new department in a maneuver that shook the constraints of the

union bargaining agreement, allowing the chief to bring on new officers and create a

culture that praised community relationships and deescalation techniques, as seen in a

2015 video showing officers peacefully disarming a knife-wielding man on a busy

Camden street.

But problems persist. Activists argue that the influx of police on Camden streets creates a

surveillance state in Black neighborhoods and that social programs that would prevent

crime still lack the necessary funding.

“Th i ll d li f lt d i d ti l ti i th b f ffi

https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2017/crime-in-the-u.s.-2017/topic-pages/persons-arrested
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/northwest/da-eugene-officer-justified-in-fatal-shooting-of-man/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtVUMT9P8iw
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“Their so-called police reforms resulted in a dramatic escalation in the number of officers

and a dramatic escalation in the surveillance and arrests in the Black community. All of

these things are signs of a metastasized police bureaucracy that if left to its own devices

will find more and more ways of perpetuating the same harms,” said Karakatsanis.

The current movement to defund police posits that government budgets should prioritize

housing, employment, health care, and education rather than police, advocates say. They

argue that a reallocation of funds is the best way forward since attempts at reform over

the last decade have failed.

Locally, Violence in Boston founder Monica Cannon-Grant recognizes the

unlikelihood of the city fully defunding the police.

“Instead of saying defund the police, you could say shift funds to invest in Black

communities. The reality is we can scream defund, but this is a commonwealth, and it

ain’t gonna happen entirely,” she said. “But those who say they just want to reform the

police are just saying the rhetoric they think people want to hear to move on from this

moment.”

The police budget in Boston stands at $414 million a year, or about 15 percent of the city

budget. What defunding advocates are calling for, in part, is a 10 percent reduction, with

that $40 million going to public health and community programs that could reduce

inequities.

“All of these calls to defund and divest from the police have an essential secondary

component to invest in Black communities and reimagine what it might look like if a

community was getting the resources that it needs,” said Karakatsanis. “What you’d likely

find is that you might not need the police.”

Hanna can be reached at hanna.krueger@globe.com. Follow her on twitter @hannaskrueger.
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Can we stop throwing money at police at the detriment of education, social
workers, etc? Reduce the budget by 25%, demilitarize the police and end the
drug war. This is not a police state!

Wow, covering a lot of ground with that spittle laced rant, huh?
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No it's not low. Schools take up the majority of the budget.
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So where's the Globe's coverage of the "CHAZ" takeover of 7 Seattle City
blocks including a police precinct? With the complete approval of Mayor
Jeannie Durkan and Wash State gov Jay Inslee.

Brad, the founding of the new nation of CHAZ isn’t sufficiently eventful
for the Globe. The Globe is too busy pushing the “white privilege”
narrative. Here’s the WSJ’s excellent June 11 Editorial Board piece which
begins:

“The founding of any new nation is worthy of note, and so it is with the
Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone, several blocks of Seattle that have been
seized by protesters, Occupy Wall Street types and assorted
opportunists. Now it’s up to the citizens of the CHAZ, adapting
Federalist No. 1, to decide the important question: whether anarchies of
men are capable or not of establishing good government.”

https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-seattle-secessionists-11591919047

A police free zone does not make a nation. The mayor is allowing them
their space. The police vacated the precinct which isn't theirs to begin
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with. The situation will resolve itself peacefully if you just leave them
alone.

Show all 8 replies

Human Resources departments should be much more closely watched for
their role in hiring the unfit for Law Enforcement. In this state the pool of
applicants comes almost exclusively from the civil service list. Have seen first
hand the discretionary manipulation of these list to eventually employ people
who are clearly unsuitable for police work.It's possible to steer clear of a lot of
difficult problems. Some patrolman are being caught on camera today but not
all and together with the ones who weren't caught in the past, eventually go
on to become superintendents and chiefs. Let's catch the personnel office in
the act before they set negative outcomes in motion.

Kemetrodo - You offer no proof that there is any manipulation of the
civil service list for employment. I have seen up close it working in action
and have seen nothing of the sort you indicate. You make a blanket,
unsupportable statement of the career trajectory of superintendents and
chiefs. And I fear your personnel office recommendations have more to
do with a political agenda than the actual requirements of law
enforcement.

56 dunk
Enlighten yourself
https://www.patriotledger.com/news/20200224/son-of-injured-officer-
jumps-list-of-police-candidates-in-quincy
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Cheers for Camden. I posted about Camden NJ 2 days ago and I think I
influenced Globe to look into that. It pays to be a poster. Next, Newark NJ,
run now by the son of a prior mayor, a legendary civil rights activist who was
himself beat up by police, now his son, stewards Newark to a new era of
policing. Both cities were so brutal in their policing so flawed that Justice
Dept. intervened, but both indicate to me that change is possible. And folks,
like I posted before, you may never have heard of Camden before but you sure
have heard of Campbell's Soup. Made in Camden. 

So I am reposting my tribute to Camden here. PS, the city has an amazing
Police Chief just amazing. And if you don't know much about Newark, NJ,
then get to know this guy, their current mayor,
https://www.newarknj.gov/city-mayor

And finally the reason Newark continues to do so well on riot suppression and
police progress is because of legendary American Company, the Prudential,
that has never forsook its roots and has stood by Newark since the dark days
of the 1960s riots and decline. Prudential is an amazing American Company,
celebrated the world over for its community commitment. So buy Prudential
insurance and finance products people. They also employ huge numbers of
minorities both corporately and in the field. And the Pru has deliberately
controlled development and gentrification so that Newark residents will
never, ever be forced out, so they have taken a very long and careful game at
protecting Newark's residents. Scholars write about Newark all the time. 

So here is my earlier tribute to Camden's police dept and its reforms.

The nation need only look to Camden NJ for a blueprint. Over past decades
they have made miraculous strides in building a system where the community
is truly served by that city's police. Time and time again, you hear the name of
Camden come up. It helps that they have a wonderful Chief of Police.

https://www.npr.org/sections/live-updates-protests-for-racial-
justice/2020/06/08/872416644/former-chief-of-reformed-camden-n-j-
force-police-need-consent-of-the-people
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Camden was done for financial reasons.

A growing awareness that reforms don't work and the problems are
structural? Duh!!!!! You think?Thanks, professor. Leave it to willfully
idiotic liberals to fully grasp the tree and miss the forest.

The police power is the agent of the ruling class and government unified
power monopoly. What it does is a reflection of what they are, want, and
do. And what is that? If 40 years of the U.S. public-private political
plutocracy taking all the power and wealth from the middle and bottom
and bestowing it upon the top doesn't answer that for you.....Neither the
plutocracy nor the state can be reformed, and therefore the police power
cannot be reformed.

What can and generally does happen is that illusory reforms are
proposed to tamp down angry popular upsurges like the present one. It's
happening already, such as with the performance art of kneeling
Democratic pols in Washington the other day and their window dressing
reform proposals. 

What is needed is to dismantle the police power and build in both a
popularly controlled structure to control the relatively small criminally
unredeemable elements of the lumpenproletariat AND to build in
economic justice. Of course to do that you would probably have to
dismantle the plutocracy in its entirety - private and public. Nothing like
that is on the horizon. But the demand to defund/dismantle/replace is
just, right, and should be pursued. Any social movement that enjoys any
success at defeating or even merely holding off or delaying ultimate co-
option and destruction will achieve some good things and shed a lot of
light on the rotted out core of this plutocracy and its new gilded age in
the process.
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After the next school massacre or active shooter, people will be screaming for
more police protection--just you wait. I don't want it to happen but it will...

Let me fix your comment. It should read , after the next White kid shoots
up a school white people will be screaming for police protection.

Right, use school shootings to justify racist murders by the police. What
no one seems to be talking about is gun control. Gun control could solve
some of the school shootings, not more police. Police are only called after
people have died.

Show all 4 replies

A big problem are the powerful police unions. Get rid of them and make
police officers employees at will like the majority of American workers. This
would stop a lot of the corruption and allow municipalities to terminate bad
cops more easily. This would also save on cities having to pay out settlements
for bad police conduct.
Also, the Supreme Court needs to reverse all these goofy laws giving police
officers special immunities over regular citizens if they kill someone. Why do
the police have extra protection than your average American?
Finally, give police more training on mental health crises de-escalation
techniques. Have mental health professionals ride with police to help de-
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techniques. Have mental health professionals ride with police to help de
escalate crises situation.

Agreed, bu I shortened one line that mos people aren't looking at as a
root cause of the systematic problem- "Also, the Supreme Court needs to
reverse all these goofy laws"

The number of place (pretty much all of them) that use the Police as
auxiliary tax collectors is staggering. We have miles of legal code that
needs to be updated and simplified, not just for the police, for everyone.
Any law from the 1700 or 1800s dealing with problems and concepts of
those ages needs to be removed. The law needs to be relevant. Take a
good hard look at what laws and fines exist for genuine public safety and
which ones are really just here to make the state some additional
revenue.

Also, make the unions responsible for settlement payouts from police
murders instead of the taxpayer . That should solve the problem right
there. Money talks.

Show all 3 replies

If you think about it, it makes sense...if you took some of the money and
created education and training and real opportunities for people who
otherwise have pretty much given up hope, there would be less crime.
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idoubtit - Such programs have been in place for 60 years and have had
no discernible impact. What proof can you offer that more will make a
difference? How about, as Seamusmatthew suggests above, communities
take on some responsibility for their own well-being - stable families, not
supporting a drug and violence culture? That would almost certainly lead
to less crime.

Universal basic income, and the decriminalization of a lot of petty
crimes. Only violent offenders should be in jail. All others, trash detail.

Law abiding tax payers (voters) don’t want “less” police. Especially with
protesters looting stores, burning cars and smashing monuments. 

It’s insane that police have universally been made the enemy. Stop the
pandering.

Fenway, I agree that the police should not be made the enemy, but
they've brought a lot of this on themselves. I am absolutely amazed after
all the attention and cell phone videos, body cams, there are still officers
acting like jerks and filing false reports. I mean seriously, the cops that
pushed the 75 year old man and then were stupid enough to say he
tripped didn't think there was someone in the crowd that might have
videoed the incident. C'mon. 
The fact that these policemen haven't even figured out the basic life
lesson: when you draw attention to yourself for being a jerk, the first
thing you do is stop acting like a jerk, speaks volumes to how deep the
problem is.
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Fenway does law-abiding = White in your mind? I am a white person
who would like to see less police on the streets....especially the ones at
construction sites.
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Poor policing is a symptom of a much larger problem. You can build a better
band aide but it doesn’t address the gaping wound of poverty, inequity and
racism.

This comment has been blocked.

Decriminalize drugs and use the money not spent on interdiction and prison
on education and treatment.

This would decrease the cause of most violent interactions.
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robbi - What you are recommending seems likely to at least reduce the
crime (burglary, theft) associated with addicts needing money for a fix
but I fear the de-criminilization of possession does little to stop the
violence that the manufacturers and distributors perpetrate.

The current moment is rightly focused on racial justice, but the problem of
unaccountable policing transcends racial boundaries. A bad cop in a small
town can make your life miserable regardless of your skin color. 

The overriding problem is that cops literally get away with murder. Politicians
lionize ALL police officers as “heroes” when that is demonstrably not the case.
There are some legitimate heroes in the ranks but most of them are just civil
servants working for the government. 

Worse than that, a few of them are thugs in blue uniforms. As we’ve seen,
more than a couple of them are happy to break the law themselves if they can
get paid for an overtime shift they don’t have to actually work. 

It’s well past time to devise a more robust and reliable way to hold police
accountable to the people they are supposed to protect and serve. They’ve
hidden behind the “hero” shield too long.

Yes, by all means, let's throw more money at the liberal politicians running
most major cities in the nation. They've done such a fabulous job over the past
50 years.

TRAINING AND LOTS OF IT INCLUDING PE!!!!! SO MANY COPS OVER
WEIGHT BY TENS OF POUNDS///.. MILITARY PERSONNEL OF ALL
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WEIGHT BY TENS OF POUNDS///.. MILITARY PERSONNEL OF ALL
RANKS AND MOS NEED YEARLY EVALUATION..

This comment has been blocked.

The lack of transparency and honesty at the Globe is shocking. The bottom
line on the oft praised Camden reforms is that the County now spends MORE
on law enforcement and has DOUBLED the number of police patrolling the
neighborhoods. Quite the opposite of defund the police and switch funds to
community organizations.

We talk about and argue about police reform but I am struck by a single piece
of data.

"Yates also referenced The Washington Post's real-time database, which has
tracked fatal shootings by police officers since 2015. He said the database
showed that shootings involving black Americans was 2%, while those
involving unarmed white Americans was 3%."

The Post's real-time data bases was used as a defense by Capt. Yates in police
shootings. And the numbers are helpful to him. More "unarmed whites" are
shot than "unarmed blacks". 

Now that is helpful until you really look at what that paragraph says. What it
says is that 5 percent of the shootings let us assume killings are against
"unarmed people". Why are the cops ending up shooting "unarmed people"?
It doesn't matter if they are black or white there is no reason for the PD's to be
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killing "unarmed" people. 

It is a ludicrous argument to say a cop is in fear for his life from an "unarmed"
person.

Ludicrous? Have you ever been in a physical fight before? Try fighting
someone who has a martial art background, and they’re about to snap
your neck, or break a bone and leave you defenseless. Same goes for
from someone suffering from a mental illness, or having a violent
reaction to narcotics, they have superhuman strength and feel no pain.
You must be a real tough guy.

Statistics are just numbers. Calculated correctly (usually).
But are the calculations addressing the best question? Often not.
2% v 3% above. Probably calculated correctly as to total shootings. But
since whites are double or more of the general population, black
shootings seem way too high. The statistic cited does not really address
what we want to know.
What's better? How about as a percentage of people stopped by police?

Or as a percentage of when weapons are drawn by police. That would tell
me more.

Another example.
When people are stopped by police because they "met the description",
did the person stopped meet it? Black/white. Tall /short. Red hoodie?
Lately, we are being shown the number of blacks stopped as a percentage
of the general population. Not the real concern, is it? Police won't stop a
white person when the description they were given is "black." Was the
stop reasonable? is what we want to know.
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I support reallocation & reform of old ways of doing things that don't work,
but it is also a fact that police brutality & militarization is only one part of the

problem. Right now, police departments, like schools, are being tasked with
curing social ills that other posters here have identified: the breakdown of the
family, lack of parenting skills and oversight, poor educational outcomes,
limited or no job opportunities, the lure of the drug trade, gang violence -- the
list goes on. It is an impossible job that exceeds the confines of keeping order.
"Defunding" the police (a terrible descriptor if there ever was one) to shore up
the needy is an enormous undertaking. One worth doing, to be sure, but let's
all realize that these problems have been decades or even centuries in the
making. Time to roll up the sleeves, for it will be the work of at least a
generation or two to create a better, more equal society. There are no quick
fixes.

Fire them all, let them apply for their jobs,and then rehire only the good ones.
Private business has done that numerous times.

Slight logistical problem there: during the firing/rehiring hiatus, who is
in charge of public safety? And who is deciding who the "good ones" are?

Defund the police! Then who will be there for domestic violence, child abuse,
sexual assaults, and murders. SOCIAL PROGRAMS, can not eliminate ALL
deviant behaviors. 

So go ahead defund the police. Oh, then pass more laws with no enforcement.
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So go ahead defund the police. Oh, then pass more laws with no enforcement.
(No straws, plastic bags)

The best start would be to pair down the criminal codes every City & State.
The Federal Codes are also in need of major reductions.

I'm surprised the authors didn't bring up a local example. Spencer, MA's
entire police force--save for two--were fired in 1997.

I read in the Globe sometime in the last year or so that all of the top 55
positions at the MA State Police were occupied by whites--50 men and 5
women. That must change. And the fleecing of the taxpayers. Do residents
really feel that they are well served by a force in which over 325 troopers make
more than $200,000 a year and is still racked by scandal?

It seems to me that the State Police organization has proven itself to be
corrupt. I think it behooves all of us to stop and consider where all this
corruption in society is coming from? What are our values today
compared to what they were 50 years ago? If that is all you have
available for hire in society, that is what you end up with. Everyone
looking to game the system.

First step would be to end Israeli police training of US police officers.
https://blog.amnestyusa.org/middle-east/with-whom-are-many-u-s-police-
departments training with a chronic human rights violator israel/
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departments-training-with-a-chronic-human-rights-violator-israel/

Monica Cannon-Grant: "“Instead of saying defund the police, you could say
shift funds to invest in Black communities. The reality is we can scream
defund, but this is a commonwealth, and it ain’t gonna happen entirely,” she
said. “But those who say they just want to reform the police are just saying the
rhetoric they think people want to hear to move on from this moment.”

This lady pisses me off sometimes, but she continues to impress me with the
clarity of her analysis. Once again, she has articulated this complex issue with
precision in a few words whereas the professional journalists have been
tripping over themselves for weeks, furiously trying to spin some, any kind of
message that doesn't scare fragile white allies.

Brava.

It is distressing that, once again, the left seems determined to throw away a
real opportunity for real reform on romantic nonsense and misleading
slogans. We certainly do need to rebuild the police with real reforms, but airy
notions of small, community-based, etc. patrolling are never going to go
anywhere; slogans such as "defund" or "abolish" the police just guarantee that
the movement will be paralyzed by ideology and lose credibility with the
public at large. There's a real need for remodeling the police, perhaps along
the lines of Camden; there's a real need for covering many of the mental-
health and sociological problems that the police get stuck with by other
means. But there's also a real need for a disciplined, well-trained, police
function to manage down crime and protect the citizenry and, yes, to protect
property. It has been recognized since at least 1829 that you need a
professional police to do that efficiently and fairly. More needs to be done to
improve training, to avoid procedures that lead to cruelty, to reduce
armament and resort to lethal or semi-lethal (tasers, "rubber" bullets) force,
to provide accountability without reflexive thwarting of discipline by unions.
But we do need a well trained police department accountable to the
d ti ll l t d ffi i l f t t d iti Th f th t
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democratically elected officials of our states and cities. The farther you get
from that, the more you will alienate the police (many of whom see the need
for, and would welcome, reform) and ordinary, non-activist citizens.

Law enforcement is in a no-win situation. Accused of rampant racism because
of the actions of less than 5%. If they show too much force in taking down a
suspect who may or may not be armed and may just hurt or kill them, they are
accused of strong-arm tactics. If they do the opposite and don’t arrest
suspected criminals they are accused of not doing their job. It’s no wonder
that the number of people wanting to get into this field is decreasing. I
certainly wouldn’t want to do it especially for what they get paid to put their
lives on the line.
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